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Enclosed is the PDSA presentation that we moved from the Mid-Year Review. I will cover the 
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Improving 
Performance with 
the PDSA



Welcome!

Please sit in leveled groups as 
much as possible.



Today’s Learning Targets

 I can explain how the parts of a PDSA 
(Plan-Do-Study-Act) are good for students 
and improve teacher/PLC practice.

 I can identify potential pitfalls of 
implementing this process within the 
various level groups

 I can develop a plan to implement the 
PDSA with my school leadership/SIT.





NC Professional Teaching Standards

Knowledge of CCI enhances your ability to evaluate 
teachers, and to coach them on their ability to meet 
or exceed the following NCPTS:

 1a Lead in their classrooms
 1d Advocate for schools and students
 2c Treat students as individuals
 3a Align instruction with NCSCOS
 3d Make instruction relevant to students
 4a Know the ways in which learning takes place…
 4b Plan instruction appropriate for students
 4c Use a variety of instructional methods



NC Professional Teaching Standards

Knowledge of CCI enhances your ability to evaluate 
teachers, and to coach them on their ability to meet 
or exceed the following NCPTS:

 4e Help students develop problem-solving skills
 4f Help students work in teams and develop leadership 

qualities
 5a Communicate effectively
 5b Use a variety of methods to assess what students 

have learned
 5c Analyze student learning
 5c Adapt practice based on data



Assumptions of System Improvement:
•People want to do the right thing and want to be 
successful.

•95% of the problems workers face are the result of the 
system and leadership has a responsibility to fix the 
system.

•Fixing one part of the system is necessary but not 
sufficient for performance excellence.



It’s about creating a classroom 
that’s learning centered, 
not teaching centered. 

The focus is on learning.

REMEMBER:





Quick Quotes

"Student engagement is the product of 
motivation and active learning. It is a 
product rather than a sum because it 
will not occur if either element is 
missing." 

-Elizabeth F. Barkley   



Quick Quotes

“A teacher is one who makes himself 
progressively unnecessary.”

-Thomas Carruthers



Quick Quotes

"Effective learners operate best when 
they have insight into their own 
strengths and weaknesses and access 
to their own repertories of strategies 
for learning." 

-Brown 1994



Quick Quotes

"Feedback is effective when it offers 
information about progress relative to the 
intended learning goal and about what action 
to take to reach the intended learning goal." 

-Hattie and Timperley, 2005



Quick Quotes
“The reasons for dropping out vary depending on 
the students, but the number-one reason-cited by 
the dropouts themselves-is boredom (Bridgeland, 
Dilulio, & Morison, 2006).  For most dropouts, 
becoming listening objects didn’t work.  When high 
school students talked about the types of teaching 
they wanted, they “described their preferred 
instructional strategies as ones that were hands-on, 
and that contained opportunities for debate and 
discussion.” 

(Certo, Cauley, Moxley)



Quick Quotes

“Formative assessment is a process used by 
teachers and students during instruction that 
provides feedback to adjust ongoing 
teaching and learning to help students 
improve their achievement of intended 
instructional outcomes.”  

(CCSSO, 2008)



Modeling the Process









Elementary Music at Harmony



With a rubric to match!



Where am I going?

Where am I now?

How do we close the gaps?



A Foundation for Success
 Classroom management system that works (and 

engages ALL learners) 
You could actually model PDSA with this.

 A classroom environment that values and 
celebrates student improvement and growth
 Free or inexpensive
 3-5 minutes
 Include ALL students

 Baseline data/Benchmark data
 Clear understanding of essentials
 Classroom Mission Statement













Creating Norms/Class Rules

 What norms/rules will help your students 
be successful?

 What process will you use to create them?
 When will you create them?
 How will you display them?
 How will you and your students USE them 

to create a classroom environment that 
facilitates learning?

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pencil&id=BCCE94CB7F7DD07881BA28CC405E222187DDD594&FORM=IGRE1�


The word “recognize” 
comes from the Latin “to 

know again.”
Recognitions and 

celebrations allow us “to 
know again” what is 
important, what we 

value, and what we are 
committed to do.



As a Team…
Brainstorm ideas for recognition.  
Look for ideas that:

•are clearly linked to goal achievement
or improvement
•are free or inexpensive
•take 3 minutes or less
•recognize class rather than 
individual accomplishment

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pencil&id=BCCE94CB7F7DD07881BA28CC405E222187DDD594&FORM=IGRE1�


•Bubble blowing
•Wave
•Current events
•Bubble gum bubble contest
•Stupid human trick
•Read outside
•Pass a beach ball
•Invite a guest
•Singing hamster

Recognition I’ve seen 
include…
•Class picture
•One song dance party
•Food
•2 minute nap
•Kazoo salute
•Sharing personal stories
•Select seat for a day
•Solve a puzzle
•Paper wad fight
•Play a learning game



My class CHEER box
It included:
Pom poms
Megaphone

Clapping hands
Cheers we had used

Our class
“Celebration

Manager”
Selected appropriate 

items and led the 
class celebration

















Essentials in YOUR classroom…
How will posting the essentials help     
your students?  Your parents?
How will you post them in your 
classroom?
How will you and your students USE 
them in your daily instruction?

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pencil&id=BCCE94CB7F7DD07881BA28CC405E222187DDD594&FORM=IGRE1�










Mission 
statement of 
a 2nd and 3rd

grade 
Specific 
Learning 

Disabilities 
classroom.



PLAN

 Teacher shares clear learning target(s) 
with students 

 Bite size chunk of learning (think 
Goldilocks!) 

 Clearly define “cycle time” for your 
students (5-7 days is optimal)

 Informal, formative assessment that 
assesses learning on the target.







Team Time

 How is this good for students?
 How does it help grow teacher practice 

(PLC practice)?
 What might it look like at your level?
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DO

 What strategies do we (as teachers) 
KNOW will generate learning?

 What strategies are working best in this 
class?

 Have I taught these strategies and do I 
use them by name?

 Are there some “givens” in my classroom?



Visuals and text 
create

meaning for 
all learners











Team Time

 How is this good for students?
 How does it help grow teacher practice 

(PLC practice)?
 What might it look like at your level?
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STUDY

 How can I show students safe data that 
helps them see the progress they are 
making?

 How can I leverage charts/graphs that we 
are studying in Mathematics?

 How do I lead students in a conversation 
about what the data means?  what it 
doesn’t mean?











Team Time

 How is this good for students?
 How does it help grow teacher 

practice (PLC practice)?
 What might it look like at your level?
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ACT

 What do we need to keep doing/change 
based on what the data is telling us?

 Are there some other things we tried that 
we didn’t capture (and should!)?







Rx                     
Our prescription 
for the Deltas

Train students 
(and staff to use 
the issue bin 
appropriately)



But other tools work equally well. 
It’s the feedback you want!



Team Time
 How is this good for students?
 How does it help grow teacher practice 

(PLC practice)?
 What might it look like at your level?
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“Wish we would have knowns”

 Use the PDSA as a touchstone in the 
classroom…don’t just talk about it on 
Monday and Friday.

 Gradually release responsibility (as is 
grade level appropriate) to your students.

 Personalize it based on your teaching 
style and the needs of your classroom.

 Share what’s working/what’s not working 
with your PLC and troubleshoot together.



The difference between TALKing and 
Doing…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvyCBcw
moPo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvyCBcwmoPo�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvyCBcwmoPo�


Moving to ACTION…

TALKING about doing doesn’t bring about 
change…

Implementation does.



Pitfalls

What are some common issues 
you might see develop?

-Elementary
-Middle

-High
Any/All levels?



Moving to ACTION…

Knowing is not doing.
Planning is not doing.

Training is not doing.
Decisions are not doing.

Doing requires DOING something.



Moving Forward

- District Staff and IF’s will be working on the PDSA school-level training to 
roll out during workdays in August.

- You need to plan activities with your leadership/SIT that include the 
planting of knowledge of PDSA in your meetings. The PLC PDSA is not a 
passing fad, it is the direction we are heading in all classrooms to 
maximize success for students.

- Any groundwork we do now will eliminate any confusion later.
- As you are all aware, I have been talking about PDSA subtly all year.
- Now is the time to work with your school leaders on a successful 

implementation plan.
- Identify potential problems in your school and Soothe the Animal before it 

becomes a Beast!

Let us know of any support you need! Keep up the Great Work!!!
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